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Organic–inorganic halide perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have 
attracted much interest thanks to their high power conver-
sion efficiency (PCE)1–5, which has increased from 3.8% up 

to 23.7% in less than 10 years6,7, facile processing methods8,9 and 
outstanding optoelectronic properties10–15. Many effective strate-
gies have been implemented to improve the performance of PSCs, 
such as solvent engineering16–18, compositional engineering19,20 and 
alternative architecture design21–23. In particular, recent works24–27 
show that minimizing the carrier recombination losses, both in 
the perovskite layer and at the interfaces between different layers, 
enables a PCE closer to the theoretical value1.

One strategy for reducing carrier recombination losses is to 
minimize defects on polycrystalline perovskite films5,24,26. For 
instance, additional iodide ions can be introduced into the organic 
cation solution, which decrease the concentration of the deep-
level defects5. Another strategy is to engineer the device archi-
tecture employing mesoporous, planar or embedded structures 
to reduce the carrier losses during charge transport/extraction in 
PSCs22,28,29. Furthermore, the use of a bulk heterojunction active 
layer has been demonstrated to shorten the carrier transport dis-
tance in the perovskite films, thus reducing carrier losses23,30,31. 
Moreover, to decrease further the recombination losses and to 
improve the photoelectron collection, an inverted device archi-
tecture with a graded heterojunction structure has also been 
reported32. These results illustrate that improving the device archi-
tecture in heterojunction PSCs is a valid approach to decrease the 
carrier losses. While the heterojunction is constituted between the 
perovskite and electron/hole transport materials, the perovskite 
itself is also able to form a homojunction thanks to its unique 
self-doping property33–37, which would minimize the presence of 
impurities that can act as carrier recombination centres38. Within 
the perovskite homojunction, a built-in electric field is formed 
that could enhance the oriented transport of the photo-induced 
electrons/holes, thus decreasing further carrier recombination in 

the perovskite layer. Therefore, it is a promising route to further 
improve the performances of PSCs.

Here, we fabricate a perovskite p–n homojunction structure, 
via a combined deposition processing method, which is then inte-
grated into planar PSCs. The built-in electric field in the homojunc-
tion, identified by cross-sectional Kelvin probe force microscopy 
(KPFM), induces the oriented transport of the photo-induced 
carriers, thus reducing the carrier recombination losses as further 
corroborated by wxAMPs simulations. Planar PSCs with a MAPbI3 
(MA, methylammonium) p–n homojunction exhibit a steady-state 
efficiency of 20.80%. Furthermore, an average PCE of 21.38% is 
achieved by utilizing a FA0.15MA0.85PbI3 (FA, formamidinium) 
p–n homojunction, exceeding the previously reported efficiency  
for planar PSCs.

Fabrication of the planar homojunction PSC
The proposed homojunction structure is composed of two 
perovskite layers with different doping, p-type and n-type 
perovskites, placed in junction with one another. A built-in elec-
tric field is therefore established at the p–n junction. Theoretical 
simulations and experimental evidence show that perovskites can 
be either p-type or n-type depending on the growth conditions and 
the ratio of the main precursors33–37. The MAPbI3 films with Pb2+-
rich/MA+-deficient/I−-deficient precursors are n-doped and those 
with MA+-rich/Pb2+-deficient precursors are p-doped, due to the 
presence of the defects induced by vacancies or interstitial elements. 
Previously, we have demonstrated that self-doping in perovskites 
can be tuned serially by controlling the process conditions, such 
as annealing temperatures39,40. Hence, it is feasible to fabricate a 
perovskite homojunction structure.

We integrate the homojunction into PSCs based on the standard 
planar p–i–n41,42 structure (Au/spiro-OMeTAD/MAPbI3/compact 
TiO2/fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)). Schematic illustrations of 
PSCs with the standard p–i–n structure and the homojunction 
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structure are displayed in Fig. 1a,b. Figure 1c presents a cross-sec-
tional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a homojunc-
tion PSC, where a smooth and uniform n-type MAPbI3 layer can 
be clearly observed. Meanwhile, the dense and small-grain p-type 
MAPbI3 layer with a thickness of ~60 nm is deposited on the top of 
the ~480 nm n-type MAPbI3 layer.

To realize the perovskite homojunction structure, we propose 
a combined deposition method that combines a one-step spin-
coating method for the deposition of the bottom n-type perovskite 
layer on top of the TiO2 compact layer and a vacuum vapour deposi-
tion followed by a dipping step for the deposition of the top p-type 
perovskite layer over the n-type perovskite layer.

The one-step spin-coating method allows control of the mor-
phology, coverage, roughness and grain size of the n-type perovskite 
film. By varying the stoichiometry of the PbI2/MAI precursor ratio 
(1, 1.05, 1.10 and 1.15, respectively), we are able to induce the n-type 
doping in the perovskite. The deposition of the top p-type perovskite 
layer of the homojunction should not degrade the bottom n-type 
perovskite layer. While spin-coating would dissolve the bottom 
layer, vacuum vapour deposition has been reported to avoid damage 
of the organic/inorganic thin films underneath while enabling high-
quality films22,43,44. We therefore choose this technique for deposit-
ing PbI2 thin films on top of the n-type perovskite layer, followed 
by a dipping step in MAI/isopropanol solution to form MAPbI3. By 
adjusting the dipping time, we control the amount of MAI and thus 
the p-type doping. Finally, we choose the top p-type perovskite layer 
with a PbI2 thickness of 60 nm followed by a dipping time of 60 s, 

whose precursor ratio is measured at ~0.91 (PbI2/MAI). The SEM 
images, X-ray diffraction patterns and high-resolution transmission 
electron microscope images (Supplementary Note 1) of perovskite 
layers are shown in Supplementary Figs. 1–3, respectively.

Carrier generation and recombination in homojunction PSC
Figure 2a shows a schematic energy level diagram and the working 
principle of the homojunction PSC and how carriers are transported 
across the layers. As photons are absorbed by both the p-type and 
n-type perovskites, the photo-induced carriers are generated in two 
perovskite layers. Then, the electrons and holes at the homojunc-
tion drift in opposite directions. Finally, the electrons are injected 
into the compact TiO2 layer, the electron transport layer (ETL), and 
transported to the FTO cathode whereas the holes are injected into 
the spiro-OMeTAD layer, the hole transport layer (HTL), and trans-
ported to the Au anode.

In PSCs with the standard p–i–n structure, the carrier transport 
in the perovskite film has no preferred direction, which can lead to 
unwanted carrier recombination. The extraction of photo-induced 
electrons and holes mostly occurs at the perovskite/ETL and the 
perovskite/HTL interfaces, respectively27. Hence, we design the 
homojunction structure to provide an extra built-in electric field in 
the perovskite film, in which electrons and holes move in opposite 
directions towards the ETL and the HTL, respectively, as shown in 
Fig. 2b, with a view to reducing carrier recombination.

To verify the reduction in carrier recombination losses, carrier 
generation and recombination in PSCs is simulated with wxAMPS, 
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Fig. 1 | Structure of planar PSCs with and without the homojunction and fabrication schematic of the homojunction PSC fabricated by the combined 
deposition method. a, The standard p–i–n PSC without the homojunction. b, The PSC with the homojunction composed by p-type and n-type perovskite 
layers. c, A cross-sectional SEM image of a homojunction PSC. The thicknesses of the TiO2, n-type perovskite, p-type perovskite, spiro-OMeTAD and 
Au electrode are about 20 nm, 480 nm, 60 nm, 200 nm and 100 nm, respectively. d, The bottom n-type perovskite layer is deposited by a one-step spin-
coating method. The top p-type perovskite layer is deposited by vacuum vapour deposition followed by a dipping process.
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which has been used to simulate thin-film solar cells39,45,46. The sim-
ulated structures for these two PSCs are shown in Supplementary 
Fig. 4a. In Fig. 2c, under short-circuit conditions, the rates of carrier 
generation are similar for both devices whereas the carrier recombi-
nation rate for PSCs with the homojunction is dramatically reduced 
near the p-type/n-type perovskite interface. We suggest that this 
is due to the electric field (Supplementary Fig. 4b) induced by the 
homojunction that favours the oriented transport of electrons and 
holes. As a result of the influence of the homojunction, the concen-
tration of the free holes increases in the p-type perovskite region 
away from the interface, whereas the concentration of the electrons 
decreases (Supplementary Fig.  4c,d), providing evidence for car-
rier oriented transport. Besides, the simulated photocurrent den-
sity–voltage (J–V) curve (Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary 
Note 2) in the homojunction PSC shows an obvious enhancement 
in open-circuit voltage (VOC).

Optoelectronic properties of the perovskite homojunction
To detect the doping property of as-prepared perovskite films, X-ray 
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) is carried out on perovskite films 
with various contents of PbI2 in precursor solution. The valence spec-
tra and the schematic energy level of the perovskite films are shown 
in Fig. 3a,b. The energy difference between the valence band and the 
Fermi level (EF) is 0.50 eV for the top p-type perovskite film with a 
PbI2/MAI ratio of 0.91, which confirms the p-type doping due to the 
perovskite’s bandgap of 1.55 eV. For the perovskite films containing 
excess PbI2, the EF is shifted close to the conduction band, with the 
increase in PbI2 content in the precursor solution. This illustrates 
that the doping of the perovskite can be tuned from p-type to n-type 
by changing the PbI2 content in the precursor solution. The full XPS 
spectra of the MAPbI3 films are shown in Supplementary Fig. 6. The 
position of the XPS peaks, especially for I and Pb, does not vary 
across the samples, thus indicating that the changes in the valence 
spectra are due to the perovskite materials, not measurement errors. 
The doping of the films is also characterized by Hall effect measure-
ments. As shown in Fig. 3c and Supplementary Table 1, the carrier 

transport type converts from p-type to heavily n-type with increas-
ing molar ratios of PbI2.

In addition, KPFM, which is employed to characterize the surface 
potentials, also confirms the results presented above. Figure  3d,e 
shows KPFM potential images of the p-type perovskite films with a 
PbI2/MAI ratio of 0.91 and the n-type perovskite with a PbI2/MAI 
ratio of 1.15 (other ratios are reported in Supplementary Fig.  7), 
respectively, whereas the insets show the atomic force microscope 
(AFM) topographic images. It can be seen from Fig.  3d that the 
surface potential of the p-type perovskite film is lower than that of 
the n-type perovskite film (Fig. 3e), because of accumulated holes 
that lead the Fermi level to be located close to the valence band39. 
Contrarily, the higher surface potential of the n-type perovskite film 
shown in Fig. 3e correlates with the n-type doping of the sample, 
which is consistent with the XPS and Hall results. To get a quantita-
tive comparison, the profiles of the surface potentials of the films are 
compared in Fig. 3f. The surface potential on the n-type perovskite 
film is approximately 0.1 V whereas that of the p-type perovskite 
film is about − 0.3 V.

The time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) and the steady 
PL measurements are performed for the single n-type perovskite 
film (PbI2/MAI ratio of 1.15) and the perovskite homojunction 
film (n-type layer with a PbI2/MAI ratio of 1.15 and p-type layer 
with PbI2/MAI ratio of 0.91). As shown in Fig. 3g, TRPL decay of 
perovskite films showed a bi-exponential decay with a fast and a 
slow component. The bimolecular recombination rate, a, and the 
decay lifetime, τ, are estimated by fitting the decay curves with the 
expressions I = I0(1 + at)−2 and I = I0 ×  exp(− (t/τ)β), respectively, 
and reported in the inset table of Fig. 3g. Previous studies of car-
rier recombination in perovskite films suggest that the fast decay 
process is caused by bimolecular recombination of photo-generated 
free carriers, whereas the slow decay process is attributed mainly 
to trap-assisted recombination26,39. Here, the perovskite homo-
junction film possesses a higher bimolecular recombination rate 
(a =  2.9 ×  108 s−1) and a shorter fast decay lifetime (τ 1 =  6.3 ns) than 
the n-type perovskite film while the slow decay lifetime (τ2) is  
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Fig. 2 | Carrier generation and recombination of the planar PSCs with and without the homojunction. a, An energy bandgap diagram of the homojunction 
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green arrows represent the built-in electric field direction and the carrier transport direction, respectively. The blue circles indicate electrons and the yellow 
circles indicate holes. The HTL and the ETL are shown in orange and blue, respectively. c, Simulated generation and recombination rates of the photo-
induced carriers across PSCs on illumination (AM1.5G) and under short-circuit conditions. The position refers to the cross-sections of the homojunction 
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similar in the two samples. This indicates that efficient carrier trans-
fer occurs between the two type perovskite layers in the homojunc-
tion without introducing more traps in the homojunction, possibly 
because of the built-in field at the p–n junction. PL spectra of these 
two films are consistent with the results of TRPL. As shown in 
Fig. 3h, the intensity of PL for the perovskite homojunction film is 
quenched by over 80% relative to that of the single n-type perovskite 
film, proving the efficient oriented transport of carriers between the 
n-type and p-type perovskite layers of the homojunction induced 
by the built-in potential, which can potentially enable higher per-
formances in PSCs.

Evidence for the perovskite p–n homojunction formation
To further verify the formation of the p–n junction between the two 
perovskite layers, KPFM measurements have been performed on 
the cross-section of the homojunction structure under dark condi-
tions, which can be used to study the electrical potential distribu-
tion across the internal interfaces in solar cells37,47–49. A schematic 
of the KPFM measurement principle is shown in Supplementary 
Fig. 8. We fabricate the homojunction device based on FTO/n-type 
perovskite/p-type perovskite/Au and we cleave it to expose the 
cross-section without applying any treatments (for example, polish-
ing or ion milling) to avoid complications and artefacts. Moreover, 
to exclude the influence of surface charges (defects) created on the 
cleaved cross-sectional surface, we employ a method for measuring 
the potential changes based on a series of bias voltages (Vb) that are 
sufficiently small (from the − 1.0 V to + 0.5 V)48,49. We can obtain the 
obvious potential change caused by the transport and extraction of 
carriers at the junction, because the configuration of surface charges 
trapped at defects would not change significantly with such a small 
Vb (ref. 48).

Figure  4a,b shows the AFM topography of the homojunction 
device and the corresponding KPFM potential image at Vb =  0, 
respectively. As shown in the potential profile in Fig. 4c, a poten-
tial drop is observed at the interface of the n-type/p-type perovskite 
layers caused by the carrier transport at the interface. This demon-
strates the existence of a built-in electric field and thus the existence 
of the p–n junction. Besides, the dark and photoelectric J–V curves 
of homojunction devices show the typical rectifying characteristic 
of the p–n junction (Supplementary Fig. 9). Remarkably, this simple 
homojunction device composed of two perovskite layers and rela-
tive electrodes but without an HTL and an ETL exhibits a PCE of up 
to 8.08%, corroborating the presence of the p–n junction.

To obtain accurate information about the bulk property by 
cross-sectional potential measurements, we measured the poten-
tial changes on the same area induced by applying various Vb 
(Supplementary Fig.  10). The averaged line profiles of the poten-
tial under different Vb are shown in Fig. 4d. We subtract the Vb =  0 
potential profile from the − 1.0 V (reverse) up to the + 0.5 V (for-
ward) potential profiles, calculate the potential difference curves 
at the various Vb (Fig. 4e) and then take the first derivative of the 
curves to obtain electrical field differences (Fig. 4f).

In Fig. 4d, we note that the potential in the FTO changes slightly 
with the different Vb, even though the FTO is grounded. One rea-
son could be the non-negligible resistance of FTO (~16 Ω  sq−1) and 
the contact resistance (~2 Ω ), which act as series resistors with a 
voltage drop across them. Hence, the actual voltage applied on the 
homojunction is not the entire Vb. Another reason is that cleav-
ing the sample cross-section would create shunts and decrease 
the shunt resistance, so the current under Vb is larger than that of 
a non-cleaved device under the same bias voltage48,49. In addition, 
we also check for possible topographic effects. The topography of 
the cross-section is not very smooth because of the restriction of 
the sample preparation without further treatment. We choose two 
line-scan potential profiles whose locations are across large par-
ticles in topography maps (Supplementary Fig. 11). Although the 

topographic height changes significantly, the potential along the 
two lines appears to have an almost identical distribution, therefore 
suggesting minimal crosstalk between the topography and KPFM 
potential measurements (Supplementary Note 3).

From the potential and field difference curves (Fig. 4e,f, respec-
tively), the significant potential drops and the electric field enhance-
ment are observed across the n-type/p-type perovskite interface. 
Moreover, the position of maximum electric field corresponds to 
the n-type/p-type perovskite boundary, indicating a junction at 
the interface. Due to the p–n junction characteristic, the potential 
change trends at the junction area are different under the forward 
and reverse Vb, and the electric field directions are also opposite 
under the forward and reverse Vb. Besides, we use the same method 
to measure the control device (FTO/TiO2/undoped perovskite/
spiro-OMeTAD/Au) (Supplementary Figs. 11 and 12). We observe a 
potential drop and a rise at the TiO2/perovskite and the perovskite/
spiro-OMeTAD interfaces, respectively, at Vb =  0. Under different 
bias voltages, two major electric fields are located across the two 
interfaces, which demonstrates that the control device works as a 
p–i–n junction as opposed to a homojunction device.

The homojunction-enhanced solar cell performance
To check the effects of the homojunction on the performance of 
PSCs, MAPbI3-based and FA0.15MA0.85PbI3-based perovskite layers 
are chosen for fabricating planar PSCs. The performances of PSCs 
with and without the homojunction are presented in Fig. 5. First, 
we fabricate the MAPbI3 homojunction PSCs. The top p-type 
perovskite layer is fabricated with a PbI2 thickness of 60 nm fol-
lowed by a dipping time of 60 s (that corresponds to a PbI2/MAI 
ratio of ~0.91) and the n-type perovskite layer (480 nm) is fabri-
cated with a PbI2/MAI ratio of 1.10. The performance-optimized 
results with the PbI2 thickness for the top p-type perovskite and 
the self-doping concentration for the bottom n-type perovskite 
can be found in Supplementary Fig.  13. The perovskite layer in 
MAPbI3 standard p–i–n PSCs is deposited by solution process-
ing to a thickness of about 540 nm, similarly to that of the homo-
junction film as shown in Supplementary Fig.  1i,j. As shown in 
Fig. 5a, the performances of the champion MAPbI3 PSCs with and 
without the homojunction are compared. The homojunction PSC 
exhibits a better performance than the standard p–i–n PSC with 
an increase in the PCE from 17.76% to 20.80%. Among the pho-
tovoltaic parameters, the short-circuit current density (JSC) shows 
the greatest improvement, increasing from 22.54 mA cm−2 to 
23.86 mA cm−2. To understand the reason behind the JSC increase, 
we measure the absorbance spectra of these perovskite films and 
the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the corresponding 
PSCs. The absorption curves of these two perovskite films are 
similar, which indicates that the perovskite homojunction does 
not induce additional absorption (Supplementary Fig. 14a). The 
EQE spectra and the corresponding integrated Jsc estimated for 
the MAPbI3 PSCs with and without the homojunction are shown 
in Supplementary Fig. 14b. The EQE of the homojunction PSC is 
higher than the standard p–i–n PSC, especially at long wavelengths 
(from 500 nm to 800 nm). The homojunction probably suppresses 
the carrier recombination. The integrated JSC matches well with 
the measured JSC. Hence, the notable increase in JSC, VOC and fill 
factor (FF) of the homojunction PSC is mainly attributed to the 
effective oriented transport of photo-generated carriers induced 
by the built-in field of the homojunction, which minimizes the 
loss in the photovoltaic performance. A 20.5% efficiency for the 
MAPbI3 homojunction PSCs is certified by the National Institute 
of Metrology in China (Supplementary Fig. 15).

Besides, the stabilized electric power output and the photocur-
rent density at the maximum power point are measured over a 
period of 200 s and shown in Fig.  5b. By holding a bias near the 
maximum power output point (+ 0.95 V), we obtained a stabilized  
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PSC of ~20.6%, which is similar to the non-stabilized PCE of 
20.80% measured for the same cell. As shown in Fig. 5c, the homo-
junction greatly improves the performance and reproducibility 
compared to the standard structure (other parameters are reported 
in Supplementary Fig. 16). The average PCE for 45 standard p–i–n 
PSCs is 15.92% with a Jsc of 22.27 mA cm−2, Voc of 1.06 V and FF of 
67.20%. For the 45 homojunction PSCs, the average PCE reaches 
up to 19.95% with an average Jsc of 23.43 mA cm−2, Voc of 1.12 V and 
FF of 76.09%.

Hysteresis has frequently been observed in PSCs, so its assess-
ment is important to evaluate the performance of PSCs accurately. 
We perform serial forward/reverse scanned J–V measurements on 

one of the most efficient MAPbI3 homojunction PSCs to examine 
the influence of the biasing history. We observe little difference 
between the J–V curves measured under reverse and forward scans 
(Supplementary Fig.  17), which indicates that the doping of the 
perovskite for the homojunction within the stoichiometry explored 
in this work does not lead to significant hysteresis. We obtained a 
mean PCE of 20.1% from 8 measurements (Supplementary Table 2), 
based on the averaged values of the reverse and forward scanned 
J–V curves with the MAPbI3 homojunction PSC. The discrepancy 
in the PCEs derived from the two scanned direction curves (that is, 
reverse and forward) is only 0.7%, revealing that the homojunction 
PSCs have small hysteresis.
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To demonstrate the generalizability of the homojunction in PSCs, 
planar FA0.15MA0.85PbI3 PSCs with and without the homojunction 
have been fabricated and tested. The J–V curves indicate that the 
performance of FA0.15MA0.85PbI3 homojunction PSCs is improved 
markedly in terms of all the photovoltaic parameters as shown in 
Supplementary Fig.  18. Notably, the champion FA0.15MA0.85PbI3 
homojunction PSC shows a PCE of 21.88% with an FF of up to 
80.50% under reverse scanning and a PCE of 20.88% under forward 
scanning, leading to an average PCE of 21.38% (as shown in Fig. 5d; 
the EQE and integrated Jsc are shown in Supplementary Fig.  19). 
We demonstrated that the performances are significantly improved 
when using the homojunction structure for planar MAPbI3 or 
FA0.15MA0.85PbI3 PSCs. Moreover, the feasibility of the single-homo-
junction PSC without an HTL and an ETL for highly efficient PSCs 
is worth further study.

Stability of the homojunction films and solar cells
To study the stability of the homojunction, transmission electron 
microscope (TEM) studies are carried out to investigate the possible 
ion diffusion issue in the grain boundaries between the p-type and 
n-type perovskite layers. The whole PSC is cross-sectioned by means 
of a focused ion beam (FIB). Figure 6a–d shows the cross-sectional 
PSCs of the standard p–i–n structure and the homojunction struc-
ture, respectively. The interface between the p-type and n-type 
perovskite layers is clearly visible as a neat boundary. To verify the 
stability of the homojunction, we store the homojunction PSC with-
out encapsulation in ambient air under dark conditions for 160 h. 
In Fig. 6e,f, the interface between the p-type and n-type perovskite 
layers is still clearly visible after 160 h of storage compared with the 
fresh condition. Moreover, we mark the p-type perovskite layer with 
bromide and employ TEM with energy-dispersive X-ray analysis 
to inspect the ion migration in the homojunction (Supplementary 

Fig. 20). We note that little or no ion migration between the two 
types of perovskite layer after the PSC was measured under AM1.5 
illumination and stored for 160 h. Therefore, the results suggest that 
the homojunction with self-doped perovskite layers is a stable struc-
ture under the conditions investigated.

The long-term stability of PSCs is studied to evaluate the effects 
of the homojunction. We examine the performance of unencap-
sulated PSCs stored in ambient air (25 °C and 40 ±  10% relative 
humidity) under dark conditions for 792 h. As shown in Fig. 6g, the 
evolution of the PCE over time reveals a similar trend for PSCs with 
and without the homojunction. The result shows that the PCE of 
a MAPbI3 homojunction PSC decreased from 20.27% to 19.56%, 
which maintained 96% of the initial PCE after 792 h, whereas the 
PCE of a MAPbI3 standard p–i–n PSC maintained 94% of the initial 
PCE (from 17.39% to 16.29%). This indicates that the homojunc-
tion PSCs are relatively stable even in the presence of moisture and 
oxygen, which are known to be critical factors in perovskite degra-
dation. The FA0.15MA0.85PbI3 homojunction PSC shows a marginal 
decrease in PCE, from 21.23% to 20.66%, after 792 h, thus retaining 
97% of the initial PCE (other parameters shown in Supplementary 
Fig. 21). Hence, it is clear that the as-fabricated PSCs with the homo-
junction possess excellent long-term stability, which can be ascribed 
to the fact that the large grains of the n-type perovskite layer and the 
film compactness of the p-type perovskite layer can minimize the 
negative impact of oxygen and moisture.

Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated a perovskite homojunction 
structure to enhance the performance of planar PSCs using a 
p-type perovskite/n-type perovskite bilayer fabricated by a com-
bined deposition method. The formation of the p–n junction in 
the homojunction structure has been verified by cross-sectional 
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KPFM measurements under a series of bias voltages. The planar 
homojunction PCSs show an enhanced PCE with respect to stan-
dard p–i–n PSCs as a consequence of oriented charge transport and 
reduced carrier recombination. A certified efficiency exceeding 
20% is achieved in the MAPbI3 homojunction PSCs. Furthermore, 
FA0.15MA0.85PbI3 homojunctions are investigated and integrated into 
PSCs, enabling efficiencies of up to 21.38%. This work demonstrates 
that the perovskite homojunction is a valid alternative approach to 
the p–i–n traditional heterojunction PSCs for fabricating highly 
efficient PSCs.

Methods
Preparation of the perovskite homojunction. The perovskite homojunction is 
formed by n-type and p-type perovskite layers. To fabricate the n-type perovskite 
layer, a one-step spin-coating method was used as in previous published 
papers39,40. To prepare the perovskite precursor solution, 159 mg MAI (Xi’an 
Polymer Light Technology Corp.), and 462 mg 1.0 M, 485 mg 1.05 M, 508 mg 
1.1 M and 531 mg 1.15 M PbI2 were mixed in anhydrous dimethylformamide/

dimethylsulphoxide (600 mg/78 mg) solution (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8%), which was 
stirred at room temperature in a glove box. It was spin-coated directly on FTO/
compact TiO2 substrate at 4,000 r.p.m. for 30 s. During the spin-coating step, 0.5 ml 
of diethyl ether was poured on the surface at 25 s before the end. The light-yellow 
transparent films were converted into brownish-red perovskite films by heating at 
130 °C for 5 min. From this process, n-type perovskite films with various doping 
concentrations were obtained with PbI2/MAI ratios of 1, 1.05, 1.10 and 1.15. For 
depositing the p-type perovskite film on the n-type film, a new formation method 
combining evaporating and dipping processes was developed. PbI2 films with 
thicknesses of 10 nm, 20 nm, 40 nm, 60 nm and 80 nm were evaporated directly on 
the surface of n-type perovskite films, respectively. Then, these films were dipped 
in 40 mg ml−1 MAI/isopropanol solution. After rinsing with isopropanol (Sigma-
Aldrich), the prepared films were heated at 100 °C. We chose a PbI2 thickness of 
60 nm followed by a dipping time of 60 s, whose precursor ratio is measured at 
~0.91 (PbI2/MAI). Then the perovskite homojunction formed by n-type and p-type 
perovskite films was obtained through the above process.

PSC fabrication. FTO glass substrates were cleaned by dust-free paper first, and 
then washed with deionized water, ethanol and acetone twice. Then the FTO 
substrates were dried by blowing with high-purity nitrogen. A compact TiO2 layer 
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with a thickness of approximately 20 nm was fabricated on FTO by TiCl4 treatment 
at 70 °C for 60 min as shown in previous papers29,39,46. After drying in a drying 
oven at 50 °C for 2 h, the perovskite homojunction was deposited directly on these 
substrates by the process mentioned above. The hole transport layer (150 nm) 
was obtained by spin-coating the 2,20,7,70-tetrakis[N,N-di(4-methoxyphenyl)
amino]-9,90-spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD) solution (80 mg ml−1 dissolved 
in chlorobenzene, Xi’an Polymer Light Technology Corp.) with the standard 
additives tertbutylpyridine (28.5 μ l in 1 ml chlorobenzene) and lithiumbis-
(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide (8.75 mg ml−1) at a speed of 4,000 r.p.m. for 30 s in 
a glove box, followed by oxidation in clean air for 6 h. After that, the Au electrode 
with a thickness of 100 nm was prepared by the vacuum evaporation equipment.

Perovskite film characterization. The morphologies of the as-prepared MAPbI3 
films were characterized by SEM (Hitachi S-4800). The chemical compositions and 
structures of the perovskite films were analysed by X-ray diffraction (Bruker D8 
Advance X-ray diffractometer, Cu-Kα  radiation λ =  0.15406 nm). The valence spectra 
were measured by XPS (ESCSLAB 250Xi). All spectra were shifted to account for 
sample charging using inorganic carbon at 284.80 eV as a reference. The static PL 
spectra of the perovskite films on FTO substrates were measured by an Edinburgh 
PLS 980. TRPL decay was measured using a transient-state spectrophotometer 
(Edinburgh Ins. F900) under the irradiation of a 485 nm pulse laser.

Hall. The sample was characterized using a Nanometrics HL5500 Hall System. 
An 80 nm gold layer was thermally evaporated onto the perovskite films to serve 
as metal contacts. All of the measurements were performed at room temperature 
(25 °C) and aphotic conditions. Other condition parameters are as follows: the 
current measuring range is 10 pA (d.c.), and the magnetic field is 0.503 T.

PSC characterization. Current–voltage curves were measured using a source 
meter (Keithley 2400) under AM1.5G irradiation with a power density of 
100 mW cm−2 from a solar simulator (XES-301S+ EL-100) by forward (− 0.1 V to 
1.2 V) or reverse (1.2 V to − 0.1 V) scans. The step voltage was fixed at 12 mV and 
the delay time was set at 10 ms. The light intensity was calibrated by a standard 
silicon cell (the KG-5 mono-Si cell). All of the PSCs had no encapsulation and 
were tested in ambient air (25 °C, ~40% humidity) and employed a mask with an 
aperture area of 0.07 cm2. The EQE was measured using QE-R systems (Enli Tech.).

PSC simulation. PSC simulation was carried out using wxAMPS software, based 
on the standard p–i–n PSC, FTO/TiO2 (20 nm)/undoped perovskite (540 nm)/
spiro-OMeTAD (200 nm)/Au, and the homojunction PSC, FTO/TiO2 (20 nm)/n-type  
perovskite (480 nm)/p-type perovskite (60 nm)/spiro-OMeTAD (200 nm)/Au. The 
doping concentrations, mobility and other properties of the materials are reported 
in Supplementary Tables 3 and 4.

AFM and KPFM. The surface AFM and KPFM were carried out using an Agilent 
SPM 5500 with the sample chamber filled with high-purity N2. The cross-sectional 
AFM and KPFM were carried out using an Asylum Research MFP3d with 
the sample chamber filled with high-purity N2. For the cross-sectional KPFM 
measurements, the devices were cleaved to expose the cross-section from the film 
side, and no further treatment. We cut a notch at the side of the substrate (outside 
the active area of the solar cells) using a diamond cutter, and fractured the device 
by tension rather than by compression to expose the cross-section. The sample 
was fixed in a custom-made vertical sample holder with electrical connections to 
both electrodes. The FTO layer of the device was grounded. The measurement was 
carried out in the dark.

The potential images were recorded in tapping mode using a conductive 
PtSi-FM probe (NANOSENSORS, Pt-coated Si with a frequency of ~75 KHz and 
a nominal tip radius of ~25 nm). Amplitude-modulation KPFM measurements 
were carried out. The contact potential difference (CPD) between the probe and 
the sample was measured simultaneously with the topographic signal by the 
single-pass mode. The CPD signals reflect the potential distribution of the sample 
surface, as the workfunction of the probe is constant during the measurement. 
The topographic height was obtained by maintaining the amplitude of the first 
cantilever resonance (~71 kHz). To separate topographic from CPD signals, 
increase the accuracy and minimize probe convolution effects, the a.c. electrostatic 
force component was generated at the second resonance (~420 kHz) of the 
cantilever by applying a small a.c. voltage of 0.5 V. The scan rate was 0.6 Hz.

KPFM measurements were performed under different bias voltages (Vb) from 
+ 0.5 to − 1.0 V on the same area of the cross-section of the device. The Vb was 
applied to the device using a Keithley 2400 source meter. The ion migration had 
no significant effect on the potential distributions during the KPFM scanning 
with the Vb from − 1 V to + 0.5 V within 20 min. We applied the Vb for 2 min, and 
then started testing for a stable result. The electric field profiles were obtained by 
taking the first derivative of the potential profiles. As a small change in noise level 
potential would tremendously enhance the electric field profiles, the raw data must 
be smoothed before taking the derivative.

TEM. The cross-sectional morphologies of the full cells and interface 
characterization of the homojunction were investigated using a high-resolution 

TEM. The samples were prepared by vertical etching using FIB equipment (FEI 
Helios Nanolab 600i). The cross-sectional surface was in situ-coated with platinum 
using an FEI gas injection system to protect the surface from damage during 
FIB milling. A cross-sectional specimen approximately 80 nm in thickness was 
obtained. Then the images were obtained using a high-resolution TEM (FEI Titan 
G2) at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in 
the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study 
are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Solar Cells Reporting Summary
Nature Research wishes to improve the reproducibility of the work that we publish. This form is intended for publication with all accepted papers 
reporting the characterization of photovoltaic devices and provides structure for consistency and transparency in reporting. Some list items might 
not apply to an individual manuscript, but all fields must be completed for clarity. 
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    Experimental design
Please check: are the following details reported in the manuscript?

1.   Dimensions

Area of the tested solar cells
Yes

No
The active area was 0.1 cm2, which is a rectangle (0.2cm*0.5cm).

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

Method used to determine the device area
Yes

No
Optical Microscope.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

2.   Current-voltage characterization

Current density-voltage (J-V) plots in both forward 
and backward direction

Yes

No
We provide hysteresis scans in Figure 5 and Supplementary Figures 16.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

Voltage scan conditions 
For instance: scan direction, speed, dwell times

Yes

No
The voltage scan conditions:  
forward (-0.1V to 1.2V) and reverse (1.2V to -0.1V), 0.012V/step, 10 ms delay.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

Test environment 
For instance: characterization temperature, in air or in glove box

Yes

No
The test environment:  
25 °C, 30%-40% humidity in ambient air. All of the devices have no encapsulation.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

Protocol for preconditioning of the device before its 
characterization

Yes

No
No preconditioning protocol was used.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

Stability of the J-V characteristic 
Verified with time evolution of the maximum power point or with 
the photocurrent at maximum power point; see ref. 7 for details.

Yes

No
We provide maximum power point tracking data in Figure 5 as well as stabilized 
certified efficiencies in the Supplementary Figure 14. In addition, we performed long-
term (up to 792hours) efficiency tracking of the PSCs in air (Figure 6 and 
Supplementary Figures 20).

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

3.   Hysteresis or any other unusual behaviour

Description of the unusual behaviour observed during 
the characterization

Yes

No
No unusual behaviour was observed and no significant hysteresis (about 0.7% change 
in efficiency in forward or backward scan for the homojunction PSCs). 

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

Related experimental data
Yes

No
We provide hysteresis scans in Figure 5 and Supplementary Figures 16.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

4.   Efficiency

External quantum efficiency (EQE) or incident 
photons to current efficiency (IPCE)

Yes

No
Yes, the EQE data for the devices have been provided as shown in Supplementary 
Figure 13 and 18.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

A comparison between the integrated response under 
the standard reference spectrum and the response 
measure under the simulator

Yes

No
The integrated short-circuit current from the EQE spectrum matches the short-circuit 
current from the JV scan (of masked cells) within the setup measurement error of 
about 2%.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.
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For tandem solar cells, the bias illumination and bias 
voltage used for each subcell

Yes

No
State where this information can be found in the text.

N.A.

5.   Calibration

Light source and reference cell or sensor used for the 
characterization

Yes

No
The light source: the solar simulator (XES-301S+EL-100) with standard AM 1.5G  
irradiation (100mW·cm-2). The reference cell: the KG-5 mono-Si cell.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

Confirmation that the reference cell was calibrated 
and certified

Yes

No
Yes, the reference cell was certified by the National Institute of Metrology of China. 

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

Calculation of spectral mismatch between the 
reference cell and the devices under test

Yes

No
State where this information can be found in the text.

The light spectrum used in measurement is match with the reference silicon cell, and 
we have not calculated the spectral mismatch between the reference cell and the 
tested devices.

6.   Mask/aperture

Size of the mask/aperture used during testing
Yes

No
A mask with an aperture area of 0.07 cm2 was used for measurements.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

Variation of the measured short-circuit current 
density with the mask/aperture area

Yes

No
There is no obvious change in the measured short-circuit current density with or 
without masks.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

7.   Performance certification

Identity of the independent certification laboratory 
that confirmed the photovoltaic performance

Yes

No
The National Institute of Metrology of China

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

A copy of any certificate(s) 
Provide in Supplementary Information

Yes

No
Certified measurements are shown in Supplementary Figures 14.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

8.   Statistics

Number of solar cells tested
Yes

No
There are more than 90 MAPbI3-based PSCs (with or without the homojunction 
structure) have been test.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

Statistical analysis of the device performance
Yes

No
A statistical analysis of the performance has been included in Figure 5 and 
Supplementary Figure 15 and 17.

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.

9.   Long-term stability analysis
Type of analysis, bias conditions and environmental 
conditions 
For instance: illumination type, temperature, atmosphere 
humidity, encapsulation method, preconditioning temperature

Yes

No
The long-term stability of PSCs is studied  under AM 1.5G irradiation in air. We 
examine the performance of unencapsulated PSCs stored in ambient air (25 °C and 
40±10 % RH) under dark conditions for 792 hours. 

Explain why this information is not reported/not relevant.
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